Shardlow
DE72 2GL
United Kingdom
Mobile: 07721 382619
Telephone: 07721 382619

Dennis Cooper - 58ft Trad Stern narrowboat called
The Pearl

£ 39,995

Description
For Sale 'The Pearl', Length 58ft, Beam 6ft10ins, built 2005 by Dennis Cooper, powered by a Ford XLD 1.8 Ltr
inboard diesel engine, From the bow is the open plan main cabin allowing for free standing furniture, moving
down the boat is the dinette with under storage & drawer units, this makes into a guest double. This area has
gunnel shelving, cupboards and a bulkhead mounted TV over the seating. The Galley has a stainless steel sink &
drainer, Hass & son solid fuel range which provides cooking facilities and heating for the boat. The bathroom like
the rest of the craft requires completion, it currently has a hip bath with shower over & a porta potti toilet. The
bedroom has a fixed double with storage, again requires completion. Finally the engine room which requires the
floor and side linings completing. This boat was constructed by a sought after builder Dennis Cooper. It has a 7ft
foredeck with under storage, there are two water tanks, one larger one for general use and a small 100ltr for
drinking water. The boat steel is 10/6/5.5. The vessel has no gas, it's cooking and heating come from the solid
fuel range. It has 12 & 240 volts electrics, there are 2 inverters, one 3KW and one 2KW, and a calorifier for hot
water. For further information or to arrange a viewing please contact Chris on 07799 216704 or David on 07721
382619, the boat is lying at our Shardlow Marina office and all viewings are by appointment.

Sales status: available

Manufacturer: Dennis Cooper

Model: 58ft Trad Stern narrowboat called The Pearl

Year built: 2005

Length: 17.68 m

Beam: 2.08 m

Sale Type: Used

Sale: On behalf of customer

Propulsion: Inboard

Steering: Tiller steering

Engine manufacturer: Ford

No. of engines: 1

Fuel: Diesel

Material hull: Steel

